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Purpose of this presentation
-Innovations for fighting climate

-Finding the way to stop the climate change 

-Raise awareness



Sorting and Saving Energy 
What is happening right now?

-NOT sorting in a right way

-Don’t know how to sort

-Throwing away the trash in the place that shouldn’t

-Too many trash that  we  can't keep up with 
 -It is bothered some. 
-Using too much energy 
-Don't know how difficult situation it is now



Sorting
How we can solve these problems?

 -Increase trash can

 -Use  “my straw”   

 -Bring your own bag 

   -Reduce  trash 

 -Eliminate waste and do not use extra resources



Saving Energy
How we can solve these problems?    

                    -Change old  home appliances to new one

           -Increase the gasoline tax

           -Turn off the lights if nobody is there

           -Use train or bicycle instead of car

           -Don’t set the temperature extreme



Sorting and Saving Energey

● The effect of reducing CO2 is 
enhanced

● Can suppressed global warming
● Can protect resources
● Can save the energy
● Can reuse, recycle, and reduce 

the resources
● Can be a sustainable society

● Recycling is difficult  
● Wasting too much plastic 
● Need a lot resources 
● Cost a lot 
● Producing CO2
● Using too much energy

Cons Pros



Sorting and Saving Energy
● Deposit Return System 
● Ballot bin



How about more common items?
~Fulfilling daily things~



Thank you
                                             for listing!
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